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To the Editor:

Wilms tumor (WT) or nephroblastoma is the
most common tumor of renal origin found in children.
It accounts for 6% of all pediatric tumors and is the
second most frequent intrabdominal solid organ tumor
found in children. Initial survival rates in the early
part of the last century were only 30%, but now long-
term survival is approaching 85% with many low stage
tumors significantly higher (1-3). Despite the success
there are several challenging clinical scenario’s that
face treating physicians. One problem, which is the
subject of the article by Cristofani and colleagues,
addresses the best method to treat a child with a Wilms
tumor that extends into the inferior vena cava or up
to the right atrium.

Wilms tumors may extend through the renal
vein into the inferior vena cava and up to the atrium.
In large published series, caval extension was reported
between 2% and 5% and atrial extension in 0.2% to
1.2% of children with Wilms Tumor (4-6). There are
two primary treatment strategies to treating a child
with Wilms tumor. The first utilizes upfront
nephrectomy followed by chemotherapy, the second
employs pre-nephrectomy chemotherapy (7). To date
no randomized studies have been conducted to guide
definitive therapy in a patient with caval or atrial
extension. Nevertheless, several publications
including the series presented in this edition of the
International Braz J Urol help guide therapy. The
central treatment problem is defining who should
undergo primary nephrectomy and removal of the

vascular extension of tumor and who would benefit
from pre-nephrectomy chemotherapy. The potential
benefits for preoperative chemotherapy include
possibility of resolution of thrombus, partial/complete
response of thrombus, decreasing the need for
cardiopulmonary bypass surgery and bleeding. The
potential drawbacks include tumor emboli, tumor
progression, a marginal reduction in complications
and the recognized increased difficulty of removing
a tumor from the venal cava or atria following
chemotherapy.

In addition to Cristofani’s paper, three large
series provide insight to managing a child with
vascular extension (4,6,8). The International Society
of Pediatric Oncology (SIOP) 93-01 GPOH study and
the United Kingdom Children’s Cancer Study Group
UKW3 utilized preoperative chemotherapy as the
primary mode of therapy. In the SIOP study, 33 of
1151 patients had vascular extension. In nine, there
was extension into the atrium. Twenty-nine underwent
preoperative chemotherapy. Twenty (69%) responded
to chemotherapy including one of those with
extension into the atria. Nine required
cardiopulmonary bypass to remove the tumor. There
were no surgical deaths. In the UKW3 trial 59 patients
had vascular extension with 10 extending into the
atria. Fifty-two underwent preoperative chemotherapy
with 35 (67%) responding. Unfortunately 5/52 (10%)
died at operation due to uncontrolled bleeding. The
National Wilms Tumor Study Group #4 trial reported
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outcomes on 134 with vena cava or vascular
extension. Unlike the two previous trials where pre-
nephrectomy chemotherapy was the treatment of
choice the initial treatment was left up to the
individual treating physicians. In this report 69
received preoperative chemotherapy. Seventy-one
percent had some response to therapy. In five cases a
tumor embolism and progression was noted with three
patients developing acute respiratory distress
syndrome. When all the complications of therapy were
considered, including those that occurred during the
interval of preoperative chemotherapy the incidence
of complications among those receiving preoperative
therapy was not statistically different from the
incidence among those who underwent primary
resection. Although the overall complications were
similar the majority of children responded to
chemotherapy. The compelling response rate of the
thrombus to chemotherapy has lead the Children’s
Oncology Group (formerly the NWTS) to recommend
that preoperative chemotherapy be given to all patients
with tumor extension above the hepatic cava.

Cristofani and colleagues present 16 patients
over twenty-two years with vascular extension. The
clinical outcomes of these patients are outstanding,
one of the highest reported in the literature. This paper
is helpful because both treatment strategies were used
and evaluated. This study joins others in the literature
showing an excellent response (72%) to
chemotherapy. In one of the cases tumor extension to
the atria resolved and cardiopulmonary bypass was
not need.

The most important comment that the authors
make is that these children need to be treated by a
multidisciplinary team. These are difficult high-risk
patients. Preoperative chemotherapy is warranted but
tumor embolism may occur and these children need
to be watched very carefully. Finally, although the

tumor may shrink, morbidity and mortality are
significant as noted in the SIOP, UKW3 and NWTS4
reports. These cases require an experienced team of
physicians to guide therapy to ensure maximum
outcomes with minimal morbidity.
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